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This paper deals with the state of the art on Pas~ive and Hy?dd Cooling of buildings. The existing 
techniques and components to preve~t th~rrnal gains and to_ d1ss1pate execs~ energy t? environmental 
heat sinks are reviewed. Topics deabng wteh the c?ntrol of _internal heat g~ns and w11h the oc~u~ant 
activities are discussed . The state of the. art on design tools IS presented. Th1rte~n European bwldmgs 

· passive and hybrid cooling wchmques and components are analyzed . Finally, fu ture research 
usmJs are discussed. This work summarizes the findings of a Horizontal study oo Passive Cooling 
::ned out by che authors (1), as part of the Building 2000 research program of the European 

Communities. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Proper design of buildings requires a balance of he~ting , cooling and dayli~hting 
performance. Achievement of thermal comfort dunng summer and reducuon of 
cooling loads by natural means , is considered now a first priority for electric 
utilities and consumers. The resulting peak electricity demand profiles and the 
very high cost of conventional ~ooling systems ~ake the ~tracegi~ £?anagement .of 
air conditioning growth an important exercise for mdustnalized countnes 

planoefS:· · · . . . _ 
The development, in the 30's , o~ inexpensive, reliable Carnot eye\~ refri~era-

cion systems, using electrically dnven .compre~s.ors.' has made co.ohng w1de~y 
feasible. During the past decades, . air cond1t1onmg became _w1desp~e~d . m 
residential and commercial construction. Annual purchases of a.ir cond1ti.001ng 
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equipment had exceeded the $20 billion mark by the, end of the 80's (2), while, 
the world trade in air conditioning and industrial refrigeration equipment has 
more than tripled in real terms during the decade 1976-1985 (3). 

The increase of family income in Europe has made the use of air conditioning 
systems highly popular. Annual purchases of air conditioners in Greece have 
increased approximately 900 per cent during the last three years, while sales of air 
conditioners in Italy and Spain go side by side (4). 

The impact of air conditioners usage on electricity demand is a serious problem 
for many developed countries. Peak electric loads oblige utilities to build 
additional power plants in order to satisfy the demand , thus increasing the 
average cost of electricity. This situation has become a serious problem in the 
United States, where the total electric peak load induced by air conditioning is 
estimated at 175 MW or 38 percent of non coincident peak demand, (5). 

Important peak load problems during summer have been also experienced in 
Greece during the last few years (6). Environmental problems associated with the 
use of ozone depleting CFC refrigerants used on conventional air conditioners are 
an additional impulse for the definition of an alternative cooling policy. 

Finally, recent comparative studies on indoor air quality in air conditioned and 
naturally ventilated office buildings have shown that illness indices are higher in 
air conditioned buildings (7-8). 

Alternative cooling strategies based on improved thermal protection of the 
building envelope, and on the dissipation of building's thermal load to a lower 
temperature heat sink , appear to be very effective. These strategies and 
techniques known as passive and hybrid cooling have already reached a certain 
level of architectural and industrial acceptance. A survey of the European 
industry has shown that there are more than 200 industrial units producing more 
than 500 different products related to Passive and Hybrid cooling of buildings (9). 
It is reported that imports of evaporative coolers in Greece reach values close to 
23 million doUars per year (9). 

Where passive techniques are being considered as alternatives to air condition-
ing the following are some of the primary benefits: 

-Environmental benefits: There are important indirect environmental benefits 
associated with the reduction of the CFCs, and the reduction of pollution 
caused by the production electricity. 
-Indoor environmental quality and occupant health. 
-Cost savings: These will include savings in capital, maintenance and running 
costs. 
-Energy savings: The resulting savings in primary energy can be considerable. 
-Reduced strain on national grids by reducing the peak electric demand. 
-Simplicity, ease of operation: These are common characteristics but may vary 
between different processes and techniques. 

The possible constraints and limitations to the applicatioiC of passive and hybrid 
cooling techniques are related with: 

-Climate, microclirnate or site topography problems: Insufficient wind speeds, 
constraints in orientation, cloud cover, and high_ humidities are among the 
constraints that may be encountered at different sites. 
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-Conflict with other design requirements and with. desi~n m~asures forb:.h~ 
heating season. Such conflicts are unlikely to be senous 1f designers esta is 
their priorities from the outset. . . . 
-Economic and institutional constraints. While t.hermal msul~t1on is nowbt 
mandatory requirement, the far more important. issue of o~enng accepta e 
indoor conditions for comfort and/or health is not .. This often act.s _as 
disincentive to developers geared toward minimising capital cost and max1m1z-

ing profit. . · d 
-Lack of information, tools or precedents. This is a ma1or constramt an a 
disincentive both for designers and developers. 

· f this a er is to present the state of the art on Passiv: and Hybrid 
The l~tm o ~ ~n the current knowledge and on the recent achievements, to 
Coo mgh, to repot. l d the lun· itations-of-passive and hybrid cooling techniques, 
define t e poten ta an · · · f f t e 
to investigate the existing scientific gaps and to propose pnont1es or u ur 

re~~ch action:~mmarises findings of a Horizontal Study on Passive Cooling 
carri;~ ~~e~y the authors, inside the Building 2000 research program of the 

European Communities (1). 

2 DEFINITIONS 

with assive solar hearing and passive solar design, the study and. app\ica.tion 
~ passiv~ cooling is a multilayered and multidisciplinary process. It 1s ~~pec1all~ 
? ortant to treat the subject in conjunction with other .aspects of arc 1tectura 
:r~ and · 

0 
the context of an overall environmental design st:acegy. Fr~m sue~ 

es1_gn o .1 t assive cooling processes should not be considered as isolate 
~h~1::m~n~n buf in close relationship to building typ~s, o~cupa~~~ patt~ms a~ 
the sources of heat gain to buildings in the various chmat1c con itions.f u~e 

k for considering passive and hybrid cooling in the context o envir?n
~~~:;°c[esign is under the following t~ree steps: Pr~v~nti?n of (or protect10n 
from) heat gains; Modulation of heat gams and he.at d1ss1_Pat1on . . 
Protection from heat gains may involve the followmg design measures. 

-landscaping and the use of outdoor and semi-outdoor spaces 

-building form, layout and external finishings 
-solar control and shading of building surface 

-thermal insulation 
-<:ontrol of internal gains 

Such measures tend to be generally ~p~licable under all types of climate and site 

conditions and are relevar:it to all bud1ldm1~~yp~s . capacity for heat storage in the 
Modulation of heat gam has to o wi t e . k . I' 

~o~~~:d s::r:t·i!h~f ~:~~:~~at~~~;:tJrr;:~~ ~!:~u~~~n~~:ep;a a s;~~:or:~: 
The larger the swings in outdoor temperature are, the mored1~po h an e must be 
of such storage capacity is. Tue cycle of heat storage an 1sc arg 
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con:ibi.ned wit~ means of heat d.issipation, commonly night time ventilati~n and/or 
rad1at1ve ~o?lm~~ so that_ the d1scharg~ phase does not add to overheating-. · - "=ij~:I 

Heat dissipation techmques deal with the potential for disposal of excess heat 
by natural means. Dissipation of the excess heat depends on two main conditions: 

(a) The availability of an appropriate environmental heat sink for the heat to 
be rejected. 
(b) The appropriate thermal coupling and sufficient temperature differences for 
t~e _tra~sfers of ~eat from_ indo.or spaces to sink. The main processes of heat 
dissipation techmques are identified in the table below. 

Process 

Radiative Cooling 
Evaporative Cooling 
Convective Cooling 
Ground Cooling 

Heat Sink 

Sky 
Air 
Air 
Earth 

Main Heat Transfer Mode 

Radiation 
Evaporation 
Convection 
Conduction 

He~t dissipation pro~esses ar~ generally climate dependent. Heat transfer may be 
assisted by mechamcal devices as a means of overcoming low temperature 
differences or other limitations. 

3 PREVENTION AND MODULATION OF THERMAL GAINS 

3.1. The Role of Microclimate 

Modifications. ~f the microclimate around buildings can help to improve indoor 
comfort conditions and t~ .reduce c?oling loads, while also providing protected 
spaces for outdoor uses. S1tmg and site layout as well as landscaping represent the 
two import~nt g~~ups of stra~eg~es to improve the microclimate around buildings. 

Appropnate sitmg of a bui_ldmg can provide natural solar protection and help 
to take advantage of local wmds and breezes. Nearby mountains, valleys, lakes 
and se~ may enhanc~ these effects. Important information on staggered layouts 
enhancmg the potential for cooling load is given in (10). 

Landscaping can play an important role in microclimate modifications in both 
overheated and underheated conditions. Useful information to modify microclim
ate using appropriate landscaping is given in (11-12). 

Vegetation provides natural protection from the sun. Moreover vegetation is a 
nat~ral form of_ a~ evapora~ive cooler. Trees are commonly used for shading and 
their _charactenstics are hst_ed in ( 13-14). A detailed sample of landscape 
matenals and the correspondmg characteristics are given in (15). 

Current knowled~e on the role of vegetation results mainly from observations. 
Temperature reduct~ons of a?out 2-3°C due to evapotranspiration are reported in 
(16-19). Important mformatton can also be gained from theoretical analyses. It is 
r~porte~ ~ha~ evapotranspiration from one tree can save 1-2.4 MJ of electricity in 
air conditiomng per year (~O),_while an ~verage full sized tree evaporates 1460 kg 
?f water per sunny day which 1s the equivalent of 870 MJ cooling capacity (21). It 
1s also stated that the latent heat transfer from wet grass can result in temperature 
6-8 C cooler than exposed soil, and that one acre of grass can transfer more than 
50 GJ/day (21). 
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Other landscape: techniques include the- use of pools or ponds, foun.t~ins or 
sprays and cascades for evaporation. According to (22), under mean condtttons of 
wind, dry and wet bulb temperature, the energy released by a square meter of 

open water surfac~ is close to 200 !ou~es. . . 
Possible limitations to the apphcatton of the above strategies. and t~chmques 

may be due to planning constraints lack of water resources, high mamte~an.ce 
costs lack of land lengthy required time period for plant growth and low pnonty 
of landscaping as the last of construction process. Altho~gh the knowle?ge 
acquired on this field is satisfactory, . a better understandmg of the ~hys1cal 
processes involved is necessary. For this purpose researc~ should be earned out 
involving field experiments and development of evaluation meth~ds, based on 
analytical techniques , while heat island effects should be exammed in more 

details. 

3.2 Building Form 
Building form and the disposition of internal or inter~e~iate spaces can pl~y a 
role as regulators of exposure to in_cident solar r~d1~uon and natural . lt~ht; 
exposure to wind, and chann~lling of ~ movement w1thm and ar?und a bu1l_d1~g . 

Where choice of form exists, the inherent compactness of differ~nt b~ldmg 
forms may be exploited to advantage, perhaps especially so when remforcmg or 
facilitating specific heat dissipation processes as wel~. _For ex~mple , the o~en 
courtyard form maximisation of roof surfaces for rad~attve_ cooh~g •. construction 
on pilotis, and use of wing walls a:e .so~e of the ways m which buildmg form may 
be manipulated to support heat d1ss1pauon processes. . 

Building shape may be used as a means for reducing or increasing the ratio of 
exposed surface to volume . Low surface to vol~me ratios suggest a comp~ct form 
with a comparatively low exposed surface offenng advantages ~or controlh~g both 
heat tosses and heat gains. However, the effects of form on wind _channelling and 
air flow patterns are important and have not yet ~een ~tudied ~d~quately . 
Similarly, the possibility for enhancing daylight by manipulauon of bu1ldmg form 
deserves more attention. . . . 

Planning regulations, site conditions and the posmon _of ad1acent b~1l?mgs : 
architectural styles, client preferences and cost constramts tend to l1m1t th~ 
degree of freedom available for manipulating building form and sh.ape. Mult1-
storey blocks arranged in rows of varying length are very common m Southern 
Europe. Such configUTations, which are cha·racterized by low surface to volume 
ratios and comparatively \ow exposure do not allow designers to control aspects 
such as orientation siting and building form . . 

Thermal zoning is commonly recommended as a thermal b~ffenng .strategy and 
design guidelines are often given in the literature :egar.d~ng zomng and the 
disposition of rooms in plan and section. Also, the d1spos1~1on of r?oms, and a 
building's general layout, will hav~ a~ important effect ?n mdoo~ air movement 
and on the potential for cross venulatton (23). Unglazed mtennedt~te spac_es suc_h 
as verandas, arcades, or courtyards may act as tempered microclunates m t~etr 
own right, as well as have a role in terms of wind channelling and solar protect100 
for adjacent openings and surfaces (24). . . . . 

Intennediate spaces such as conservatones which may be mc?rporated mto a 
design as part of passive heating strategy can add to the coohng loads of the 

parent building. 

•
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3·3· Tlie Role of Solar Control and Shading 

Solar control is one of the most · . role focuses on: important strategies for heat gain prevention. Its 

. ~~2t~~ ~~e:~i~ti~~d of solar gains on buildings or landscape surfaces, occupant 

(b) The regulation of daylight d th . 
contents from glare and ultraviole~nradia~io~~otectton of occupants and room 

Effective design of solar control in a buildi h . 
heating and daylighting in the building Re~g : out~ a~m to ~alance cooling, 
summer' maximum utilization of the sol~r rad~c ~on o ~ e c?ohng load d~ring 
ment of optimal daylight levels are among the b at~on ~.um~g wmter, and ach1eve
techniques. asic 0 Ject1ves of the solar control 

. • -- - A complete review of solar control techni u II . 
and so_lar control objectives are given in (25~ es as we as design considerations 

Design procedures have been proposed b v . 
ones are reported in (26-29) H h Y anous authors. The most important 
(26), p~blished some twenty. fiv~;~:;~· a~; 'i:o~~l~~hAladar and Victor ~lgyay's 
most widely quoted work on the sub ·ect M . e mos~ comp~ehens1ve and 
impact on ventilation, lighting and ocJcu ~ t odel~mg of sh~dmg dev1~es and their 
of most building performance evaluatio~ ~o~~~ o~~~emau~ the ~aJor weakness 
reflected in practice leadin to . is wea ne~s m knowledge is 
applications. ' g a number of non techmcally satisfactory 

Considerable developments have been achieved . . 
through improvements in thermal ro erties 

10 glazm~ t~chnology, both 
controllable materials. Optical swi~chfng film~nd t~r~ugh apphcatI_o~s .of optic.ally 
and transparent insulation materials are ' m~ th1 ayer low_-em1ss1v1ty coatmgs 
products. some 0 t e more important expected 

3.4. The Role of Thermal Mass 

Internal walls, partitions, and floors as w ll fu . . 
storage capacity. This is often referr~d as t~e as l rmture, can provide thermal 
the role of a regulator smoothin rma ~ass. Thermal mass can play 
ture, decreasing mea~ radiant gt~~mp~;~~ture swdmgs, d~l~ying peak tempera
conditions. ure an prov1dmg better comfort 

Optimisation of the thermal mass levels · . d . . 
parameters. Climatic conditions o ms1 e a bmld1?g. depe~ds on various 
the use of auxiliary heating and ~00~~:::;~£e patterns, bmldmg one?tation, and 

Classification of buildings according to th m arf among the more important. 
performance is given in (

30
_

31
) M th d erma ~a~s and the related thermal 

building have been ro osed in . e o s to opttm1~e the thermal mass of a 
these methods is givin i~ (40_41)~32-39). An evaluatmg discussion on some of 

Repertories of many wall co ·r h b 
(42), and the attenuation and ti~~0J~1~~n~f a~ een developed ~nd proposed in 

Thermophysical characteristics- of local ~ate~perature wave I~ c~lculated. 
tions are also reported in ( 43) E . ~nals ~sed for bmldmg construc
in similar buildings are report~d ~Ke(:i)e~~s _usfmg vdanabl~ levels of thermal mass 

· is oun -that mcrease of the internal 

1 
j 
I 
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mass from 21 Kg per square meter of floor to 201 kg, in clos~ and _in ventilated 
buildings, reduces the peak indoor temperature by about 1.0 and 2 C respectively. 

Theoretical analysis based on intensive monitoring of office buildings (44), have 
shown that important reductions in peak heating and cooling loads was observed 
for high thermal mass designs- Energy savings varied from 18 to 20 per cent 

compared to a base case. 
However, optimization of thermal mass in buildings requires further research. 

4 USE OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEAT SINKS 

4.1. Ventilation 
Ventilation provides cooling by using air to carry heat away from the building 
and/or from the human body. Air movement may be created by natural forces 
(wind and stack effect) or by use of mechanical power (fan). Diverse strategies 
can be adopted to obtain benefits from natural venttla.tic,-ri: -

The distribution and shape of the openings is a key element for efficient natural 
ventilation. Quantitative and qualitative aspects of cross and single sided 
ventilation techniques as well as roof opening techniques are discussed in 
(45-46). Selection of the appropriate window type and shape is necessary in order 
to optimize cross ventilation. However. a compromise has to be realised between 
daylighting, weatherproofing, structural strength , solar gain , operation , main
tenance , cost and air movement control. Research, (47-48), has shown that 
horizontally shaped windows create greater interior air velocities than vertical 
windows. A typology of various window styles and their impact to ventilation is 

given in ( 49). 
Wind tower techniques have been used in traditional architecture to capture 

wind and generate air movement within the building. Various architectural 
integrations of the system are presented in ( 49). Design information and 
performance calculation procedures are given in (50-51). 

Solar chimneys are constructions used to promote air movement throughout 
the building using the solar gains. Are positioned at the sunward side of the 
building to make the best use of the solar heat gains. Performance analysis of 

such systems are performed in (52-54) . 
The use ot wingwalls, proposed in (55), can considerably enhance cross 

ventilation (56) . It is found that for oblique winds , the average room airspeed in a 
room with wingwalls was about the 40 percent of the outside wind compared with 
about 15 percent for the room without the wingwall. Vegetation affects the air 
flow pattern in the same way as outside buildings or wingwalls (57) . Moreover , it 
also offers air filtering , noise reduction and shading. 

Nighttime ventilation offers a high potential for building cooling because of the 
lower outside temperature. Performance data reported in (58-60), show that this 
is a powerful technique. A method to estimate the night ventilation potential is 
proposed in (61). Nighttime ventilation techniques when natural could face 
problems of building security and occupant privacy. 

A box fan , an oscillating fan or a ceiling fan can supplement the effectiveness of 
natural ventilation by increasing the interior air velocities and convection 
exchange (62-63). Recent research, (64-65), has demonstrated the capability of 
fans to extend the summer comfort within the building outside the typical comfort 
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zone_s. Oscillating fa°:s present high potential at the local level to reduce the 
coolmg load of the buddmg. More research is needed to present guidelines on the 
use and potential of fans in hot climates. 

4. 2. Evaporative Cooling 

Evaporation occurs whenever the vapour pressure of water, in the form of 
droplets .or a wett~d surface, is higher than the partial pressure of the water 
vapour m the adJ~ce.nt atmosphere. When the decrease in the dry bulb 
temperature of the air is accompanied by an increase in its moisture content the 
p~ocess is known as "direct evaporativ:e cooling" and is characterized by a 
?isplacement along a constant wet bulb !me. When the evaporation taking place 
mside a tube or on a ~urface ~es~lts in a decrease of surface temperature, the 
temperature ~f the adjacent air ts decreased without increase of its moisture ____ _ 
content. ~n this case. the process is known as indirect · ev(!porative cooling and is 
charactenzed by a displacement along a constant moisture content line. 

Evaporative coo~ing techn~ques are classified also as passive or hybrid. 
Therefore, four ma1or categones of systems and techniques can be identified: 

-Passive direct systems and techniques 

-Passive indirect systems and techniques 

-Hybrid direct systems and 

-Hybrid indirect systems. 

Passiv~ d~rect systems and tech.niques include the use of vegetation for evapo
trans~1ratton; the use of fountams; sprays and pools; volume and tower cooling 
techmques. 

Volume cooling techniques are known from traditional architecture. A 
contemporary version of this technique was presented in (66). Here a wet 
cellul~se pad is i!l~talled at the top of a downdraft tower, below the roof, where 
the air is hurrudified. Measurements reported in (67), show a very good 
performance of the system. 

Passive indi~ect evaporative te~hniques include the roof spray, open water 
pond and movmg wat~r film techmques. In the roof spray technique, the exterior 
su~ace of the roo~ is kept wet .using sprinklers. Cooling of the building is 
achie~ed .by convers~on of the ~ensible heat of the roof surface into latent heat of 
vap.onzation. Experience acqmred through many commercial applications in the 
Umt.ed States, (68) s~ows that reduction in cooling load close to 25 per cent is 
possi~le. Ho:-vever •. important o~erational problems, reported in (68), are 
associated with this system which has been abolished from any further 
developments. 

In an o~en r?of w.ater pond, evaporation of the water to the dry atmosphere 
o~curs dunng ~ight .ttme. Thus, indoor and radiant temperatures can be lowered 
without elevatmg mdoo~ humidity ~evels.- Knowledge on this technique is 
deve[oped through expenments descnbed m (69-71), and simulations given in 
(72). A de~rease of t~e ~eil~ng tempe~ature between 2 to 13 Chas been reported. 
~ow~ver, impor_tant lurutattons associated with this technique have not permitted 
its wtde appbcatton. 

The moving water film technique is based on the flow of a water film over the 
roof surface. The evaporation process is enhanced by an increase in the relative 
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speed. between air and water surface. The coo.led water is. stored ~n the b~sement 
and. is then circulated within the room to cool it. Knowledge on this techmque has 
been developed through limited experiments described in (73) . Results show that 
the application of this system is more suitable for humid climates. . 

Hybrid direct evaporative systems involve the use of fibrous pads where the air 
is drawn and cooled by evaporation of flowing water. Thus, dry bulb temperature 
is reduced while its moisture content is increased. In order to increase the 
efficiency of the system various type of technologies have been proposed. 
Detailed description of the systems is given in (74). 

Hybrid direct. evap~rativ~ coolers ~re i~ use for I?ore th_an 50. years. Importa_nt 
industrial expenence ts achieved mainly m Austraha and m Umted States, while 
last figures show an important market in Europe (9). The efficiency o~ the s~stem 
is seriously affected by local climatic conditions. The coolers are mamly smtable 
for places characterized by ~ow wet ?ulb . temperature. Performance data for 
fourteen Mediterranean locations are given m ( 4). 

The main problem associated with direct evaporative coolers is the increase of 
the moisture content of the indoor air. Humidity control systems should be 
always combined with the system. 

Hybrid indirect evaporative cooling syste~ns are. based on the use of a. heat 
exchanger where the indoor or outdoor ventilated air passes through the pnmary 
circuit where evaporation occurs while the outdoor air passes· through the 
secondary circuit. Thus the temperature of the air is decreased without any 

moisture increase. 
Important industrial development _of ~he system has been. achieved during the 

past few years. Three main type of mduect coolers are ava~lab~e: P~ate, tubular 
and rotary type coolers. Detailed description of the systems is given. in (74) . 

Performance data on plate coolers developed at CSIRO Australia (75), sh?w 
that energy savings of up to 60 per cent c~n be achieved com~ared to co~press1on 
refrigeration systems. However , the efficiency ~f the system 1s strongly . mtluenced 
by the wet bulb temperature of th.e ambien~ air .. Performance evaluations of the 
systern for various European locations are given m (9). 

Where the ambient air is too high, a two stage evaporative system can be used. 
This consists of an indirect cooler coupled with a direct one. There are many 
applications of these systems, especially in California. Energy saving~ for such a 
system have been reported at close co 50 per cent compared to ~n eq~1valent A/C 
system (74). Performance data for 14 European locations are given m ( 4). 

4.3. Ground Cooling 

Ground or earth cooling is based on the temperature difference between soil a~d 
. the atmospheric environment. During the summer, the soil temperature at certam 
depth is considerably lower than the ambient temperature and therefore offers .an 
important source for the dissipation of the building excess. heat. The rela~1v.e 
ranges of the soil temperature as function of depth- for vanous types of soil 1.s 

given in (76). . 
There are two main strategies for the dissipation of heat to the ground: duect 

ground contact cooling and indirect or bu_ried pipes t~c~nique. Direct_ gr~und 
contact cooling involves partial or total placmg of the bmldmgs envelope m dtrect 
contact with the soil. This technique based on the transfer of heat from the 
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building to the ground through the walls, floor and possibly the ceiling has been 
used at different times in history and in different parts of the globe. Important 
unde_rground dwell~ngs, villages and communities have been also developed in the 
Mediterranean region, (77-80). A classification of the earth sheltered buildings is 
given in (81). 
. Impo.rtant advantages a_nd disadvantages of earth contact buildings are reported 
m the hterature (81). Estimates of the number of earth sheltered houses in USA 
in 1982 range from 4000 to 8000, (81). 

Knowledge on the performance of earth sheltered buildings comes mainly from 
~easurements of traditional buildings, (82), from monitoring of new construc
t10ns, (83-84), as well as from theoretical analysis , (81). Energy gains of about 50 
to 90 percent are reported for various monitored earth sheltered buildings 
(83-84). - ---

Underground cooling tunnels is a concept that can be traced back several 
centuries. Applications of these techniques at different times and in different 
parts of the world are described in (85-87). The concept involves the use of a 
metallic, PVC, or concrete pipe buried at 1 to 3 m depth. Ambient or indoor air 
is delivered inside the tubes where it is precooled and then delivered to the 
building. 

Knowledge on the topic is coming mainly from single pipe experiments 
(88-95), multi-pipe installations, (96) , as well as from theoretical analysis. 
Technique_s to estimate the efficiency of such systems have been developed and 
proposed in (88, 90, 91, 92). An evaluating revue of the proposed algorithms is 
given in (97). 

Resu.lts repo.rted on the performa.nce of buried pipes, show that for a 30 m Jong 
PVC pipe buned under shaded soil at 1.5 m depth, the maximum temperature 
drop was 18°C. However the temperature reduction is time dependent. Results 
for 120 hours of continuous operation are given in (96). 

Special problems related to this technique is the limited potential for 
~ehu.mi?ification, reducing thus the possibility for latent heat cooling. Condensa
t10n inside the tubes _can occur only with low air flow and high ambient dew point 
temperatures. Also m the event of damaged tubes, water, could enter into the 
tubes. Moisture accumulation can lead to biological growth and cause odour 
problems. However, no such problems have been reported. 

4. 4. Radiative Cooling 

Radiative cooli?g . is based on. the effect of heat loss by a body due to its long 
wavelength radiation to the mght sky. The net energy loss from a body is the 
balance between the net radiative loss and the convective heat exchange between 
the radiator and the ambient air. As net radiative loss we define the difference 
bet:ve~n the emitted energy flux and the absorbed incoming atmospheric 
radtatton. 

Existing radiative cooling techniques are classified as Passive or Hybrid. Passi~e 
sys~ems, m_ainly invol~e the use of the building roof as the radiative component, 
while hybnd systems mvolve the use of special metallic surfaces characterized by 
high emissivity in the longwave range. ._ 

Painting the roof white increases the reflectivity of the roof to solar radiation 
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thus reducing its temperature. Measurements of the performance of this 
technique reported in (98) give a cooling poten.tial of 0.014 KWH per square 
meter per day. Similar results are also reported m _(99). However, t~e effect of 
color is more important with light structures than with structures of high thermal 
capacity. . . . . . . . 

Exposing the cold mass to the sky dunng the n~ght wh.1le_ protect~g tt du_nng 
the day by a movable insulation is another passive rad1auve cooling techique 
whjch tries to optimise the potential of radiative cooling. Measurements ?f the 
performance of this technique reported in (98) give a cooling potential of 
0.266 KWH per square meter per day . 

The Skytherm system which is proposed by H. Hay involves the use of water 
bags which are placed on the roof. A movable insulation is placed above the bags 
during the day to keep the solar heat away from the water and is removed during 
night when the water losses heat by convection, radiation and evapora~iE>n- and 
thus the water cools the living spaces. Various other types of architectural 
integration of this system are reported in (100). Kno'A_'ledge _on t~is system comes 
from monitoring of the Hay's house at Atascadero m Cahforma, (101). It was 
observed that on a typical summer day, the variation in outdoor temperature was 
Erom 13 to 34°C while the corresponding indoor temperature ranged from 21 to 

23°C only. 
The main limitation associated with passive radiative techniques is that they are 

more effective only in single storey buildings or the uppe~ floor of f'.1-ultistor~y 
buildings. Specific problems with the above presented techniques are discussed m 

(4). f . 1· d tr Hybrid radiative cooling systems involve the use o spec1~ tze meta ic 
longwave radiators which can reac_h temperatures b~low tho e achieved when the 
roof is cooled directly. The operation of the system involves the flow of a transfer 
medium water or air flowing above , under or within the radiator which is cooled 
and then is used to cool the building. 

Tue cooling potential of the metallic radiators for some European locati~:ms !s 
discussed in (4 , 102). It is found that under stagnation and for mean climatic 
conditions the expected temperature depression rarely exceeds 3°C. Under 
optimum climatic conditions, the calculated maximum depression temperature 
range from S to 7°C. . 

Use of selective surfaces as well as windscreens transparent to infrared 
radiation can , under certain conditions , improve the performance of the metallic 
radiators. 

Experiments with selective surfa~es describ~d in . (103-_107) , report 
temperature's depression from S to 17 C. Comparisons w1th ordmary surfaces 
have shown however that the difference between them is negligible. Also when 
the temperature depression is important. condensation occurs on the surface and 
thus the surface losses its selective radiative properties . 
. Experiments using windscreens described in (108) repo~ that a radiator 

covered by a windscreen was 3-4°C lower than the corresponding temperature of 
an ordinary radiator . However when the temperature of the pol_yethylene film 
drops below the ambient dew point , dew is format~ed over the. w~nds~reen, and 
thus the transmissivity of the polyethylene to the tnfrared rad1at1on 1s reduced 

significantly . 
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5 INHABITANT ACTIVITIES 

Seasonal and diurnal migration as well as appropriate clothing and meta
bolism control are the most important cooling strategies related to inhabitant 
activities. 
M~gration is ~he most elementary cooling strategy. Humans move away 

physically from discomfort towards comfort. Migration can be seasonal or diurnal 
(109). Seasonal migration involving moving to summer cottages, where cluste.r is 
more_ favour~ble. Diurnal migration is related to the domestic flexibility which 
per:nuts m<:>VIng to ~he ~ost comfortable. building zone or outside the building. 
This practice that imphes redundancy m architectural accommodation and a 
certain variety of quality for similar activities, is a prevalent strategy in 
overheated climates. 

Clothing in warm climates is light and should cover more skin area in order to 
reduce, by shielding, the incoming solar radiation. Also clothing should en
courage vapour permeability in order to enhance evaporative benefits from sweat 
and perspiration. 

Control of the metabolic rate using lighter food, less animal fats and more 
fluids, can be useful as the deep temperature and the heat production of the body 
is modified to some degree. 

~i~ally reduction ~f the m~taboli~ ~~te is achieved by reducing the physical 
act1v1ty or by scheduhng the high actlVlt1es at cooler times of the· day. 

6 DESIGN TOOLS FOR PASSIVE AND HYBRID COOLING 

Use of ~assiv.e .and hybrid techniques and components for space cooling requires 
appropnate s1zmg of the systems. Design or computational tools for passive solar 
buildings are widely developed, distributed and used, however most of those tools 
are designed for passive heating purposes and cannot be used to simulate the 
summer performance of the buildings. 

In ord~r to i~entify the design and computational tools available for passive 
and hybnd coolmg purposes, an extensive survey of the existing tools has been 
perfonned. 

The information collected is classified in a data base, (1). The applicability and 
the usefulness of the tools is examined using seven groups of criteria as below 
(110): ' 

-Capabilities of the tool regarding the various aspects of the building cooling. 
-Required computer system. 

-Required professional background. 

-Phase of the building design for which the tool is suitable. 
-Completeness of the buildings performance description. 
-Building type applicability and 

-Calculation method used. 
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The calculation capabilities of the tools regarding the various aspects of the 
cooling are analyzed according to the following parameters: 

-Evaluation of the building cooling load. 

--Calculation of the internal air temperature. 

--Calculation of the impact of thermal mass to the building. 

--Calculation of the impact of shading to the building. 

--Calculation of the performance of ventilation techniques and 

--Calculation of the performance of the environmental heat sinks based 
systems, (Evaporative, Ground, Radiative) 

It is found that one hundred twenty eight , 128 programs have some capabilities 
·- to ·calculate the cooling load of a building. However only 54 among them can also 

calculate the variation of the inccmal air temperature and only 45 can also rake 
into account the impact of mass and shading. Finally , there are only 23 programs 
which can also simulate the natural ventilation strategies. 

From the above programs, 8 of them are designed for mainframe computers 
and are used especially for research purposes. Nine programs are designed for 
personal computers, and four tools are suitable for various type of 
microcomputers . 

Regarding the design tools available to simulate the use of environmental heat 
sink techniques , 22 tools managing the convective cooling techniques have been 
identified. Also there are 3 tools which are capable to simulate evaporative 
techniques, 2 for radiative cooling and 19 for ground cooling. 

Most of the programs are written for architects and engineers. There are Ll3 
programs suitable for architects , 123 programs for engineers, 55 programs for 
technicians, 28 programs for researchers and 42 programs for builders. The 
majority of the programs can be used for residential and small commercial 
buildings. Fifty five of the tools are suitable for the predesign phase, fifty five for 
the schematic design phase , fifty two for the design development, twenty one for 
post design services and sixteen tools can be used for research purposes. 

For the large commercial buildings there are 26 programs suitable for the 
predesign phase, 39 for the schematic design phase, 47 for the design develop
ment , 16 for post design and 11 for research purposes. 

Almost all the programs which can treat cooling problems, 123 , can be used 
also for heating purposes , however only 48 tools include daylighting subroutines . 
From these 41 are suitable for architects , 44 for engineers , 13 for technicians and 
14 for builders. Also 24 are written for mainframe computers. 34 for microcom
puters and 2 are manual methods. 

In conclusion there is a number of design tool available for calculating the 
cooling energy requirements. However there are a few tools available for 
calculating the cooling load modulation due to mass and shading. There is a 
number of tools available for calculating the effects of ventilation in buildings. 
Most of these tools consider cross ventilation and few of them consider ctiimoey · -
effect ventilation techniques. However, there is a lack of tools for calculating the 
performance of components and techniques based on the use of environmental 
heat sinks. 
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Finally, it should be pointed that, very little information is available on the 
validation of the tools except for some international and national sponsored 
design tools. 

7 EXAMPLES OF PROJECTS 

Climatic conditions in Southern Europe require the consideration of basic passive 
cooling techniques, during the overall architectural design. Shading techniques 
and components, massive constructions and natural ventilation techniques are 
traditionally found in Mediterranean architecture (111-112). 
_ Progressive in passive and hybrid -cooling during the last years, and increased 
electricity c.ost, have promoted integration of the new cooling systems in building 
design. Consequently, a number of demonstration buildings, using modem 
passive and hybrid cooling techniques and components have been designed and 
constructed~ 

Thirteen of these buildings covering all the South region of Europe have been 
extensively analyzed and presented in separate brochures (1). Five of the 
buildings are educational centers, four are hotels and holiday complexes and the 
rest are for residential and commercial use. The location of each project as well 
as the basic climatological data for each site are given in Table 1. Also 
architectural and operational information is given in Table 2. 

All the buildings have been designed taking into account the basic principles of 
passive cooling. Therefore all the buildings are highly insulated, are characterized 
by increased thermal mass and very efficient shading devices are used. 

For all the educational buildings, the main design principle was to use the 
courtyard as a buffer space, functionally utilized as corridors, resting and living 
areas. The design and the control of this courtyard depends on the microclimate 
and, the building in Ioannina and Guillena, which are located in continental 
zones, have this buffer space closed and very well protected against sun in 
summer and cold in winter, whilst the building in Almeria and Los Molinas, 
located near the sea, have an open courtyard which only protects from the sun in 
summer, taking into account the mild winter temperatures. 

For most of the thirteen buildings, ventilation is the most important heat 
dissipation technique, using wind and stack effect techniques. Also, almost all of 
them use cooling systems based on environmental heat sinks like, evaporative, 
radiative and ground coupling techniques. More information on each building can 
be found in (1) or in the corresponding references given in Table 1. 

Regarding the thermal performance of the buildings we should point out that 
only 8 projects are monitored or are under monitoring. The measured and 
predicted performance of the building shows that the passive and hybrid cooling 
systems cover a high percentage of the needs, which varies from 40 to 100 
percent, Table 1. 

Finally the cost of the buildings, given also in Table 1, is very close to the 
cost of conventional buildings, showing that applications of passive and hybrid 
cooling techniques and components does not affect~ considerably the cost of the 
buildings. 
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8. RESEARCH NEEDS 

It is widely accepted that overheating of buildings is the most important enery 
and comfort problem in the Southern Countries. Also the systems used for 
cooling of buildings led to unnecessary high energy consumption and sometimes 
to inferior air quality (113) . 

Research, Development and Demonstration projects for better cooling of 
buildings must therefore have as prime goals to: 

(a) Decrease electrical use for A/C and increase energy efficiency. 

(b) Increase thermal comfort and indoor air quality. 

(c) Protect environment. 

The technology areas where research should be concentrated in order to meet the 
above goals are 

(a) Cooling load estimation methods and A/C sizing techniques. 
(b) Passive and Hybrid cooling techniques and components . 

(c) Load shifting technologies. 
( d) CFC's substitution technologies and 
(e) High efficiency heat pump technologies. 

Comparison of predicted and measured cooling load of buildings, (114), have 
shown that the predicted cooling loads are significantly higher than the actual 
measured cooling loads. This lead to an important oversizing of the used A/C 
system and considerably increase the energy consumption. Therefore, as a first 
step the quality of the climatic input needs should be more realistic alike new 
accurate computer tools, for the calculation of the cooling load should be 
developed and validated. 

To improve knowledge and possibilities for application of Passive and Hybrid 
Cooling technologies, scientific research should be developed primarily on the 
three following areas: 

(a) Solar Control and heat attenuation. 
(b) Passive heat removal techniques and use of environmental heat sinks. 

(c) Interaction between building and environment. 

Research should be directed towards: 

(a) The better knowledge of the effects of mass, ventilation, building shape, 
shading and microclimate, for free floating and air conditioned buildings-. 
(b) The development of new efficient cooling components like evaporative 
coolers, radiative collectors etc. 
(c) The development of new products for the building envelope like the 
thermochromic and electrochromic glasses, transparent insulation etc. 
( d) The collection and classification of the relevant climatological data. 
(e) The development of validated tools for the calculation of the performance 
of passive cooling techniques and components. 
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9 CONCLUSIONS 

Demand for indoor cooling has increased rapidly over the past few years, creating 
important environmental, health, capital and mainly peak electricity load 
problems. 

Passive and Hybrid cooling techniques and components can minimize the use of 
mechanical energy and its impact on the environment and on occupant health, 
while they can decrease significantly peak electric demand. 

Important knowledge on the topic has been produced during the last years and 
demonstration buildings designed using passive and hybrid cooling systems, 
present a significant energy performance and excellent indoor comfort conditions. 
However the impact on professional building design practice has been modest. 

Important future research actions are necessary- in order to increase our 
knowledge base on the topic. Also an important effort should be made in order to 
increase the accessibility of the existing and new information. 
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